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GG: a mission to test the founding pillar of GR to
10−17 and beyond



• GR rests on the “fact of Nature” that in a gravitational field all bodies fall
with the same acceleration regardless of their mass and composition
(UFF/WEP) and Einstein was well aware that experimental evidence is
crucial

In the Editorial of CQG 2012 Focus Issue devoted to WEP, by Will & Speake we read:

“Einstein took WEP for granted in his construction of general relativity,
never once referring to the epochal experiments by Baron Eötvös”.

But it is not so!

In “The foundation of the General Theory of Relativity” (1916) § 2 The need for an extension of

the postulate of relativity, Einstein wrote:

. . . “This view is made possible for us by the teaching of experience as to the
existence of a field of force, namely the gravitational field, which possesses
the remarkable property of imparting the same acceleration to all bodies.
Footnote: Eötvös has proved experimentally that the
gravitational field has this property in great accuracy.”

This footnote was not added in the English translation; it is there in the original paper in German!

Nobili et al., AJP 2013



• GG will test UFF/WEP to η = 10−17 by measuring the differential
acceleration between two test masses of different composition
∆a = g(h) η = 8.1 · 10−17 m/s2 while orbiting the Earth at h ' 630 km

4 orders of magnitude improvement over current best tests at
10−13 in the field of Earth obtained in lab controlled
experiments with slowly rotating torsion balances (same level
reached by LLR in the field of the Sun)

(10 orders of magnitude improvement over best cold atoms drop tests)

2 orders of magnitude improvement over Microscope (to be
launched April 2016)



GG baseline mission: η = 10−17

• Be vs Ti (∆a = 8.1 · 10−17 m/s2)

• Signal up-converted from νorb = 1.7 · 10−4 Hz to νspin = 1 Hz ⇒ very low
thermal noise, 3.5 hr integration time, 1 full measurement test per day

Pegna et al., PRL 2011; Nobili et al., PRD 2014

• ∼ 300 measurements during 1-yr mission in different dynamical conditions
(orbit plane nodal regression by 1◦/day and spin axis fixed in space) allow
firm separation of systematics from signal by offline data analysis

• Laser gauge vs cap gauge readout: 1 pm/
√

Hz @ 1 Hz noise, large gap (⇒
low gas damping noise & negligible patch effects), very good rejection of
common modes

• GGG prototype (cap readout) has reached ∆aGGG@1.7e−4Hz ' 4.7 · 10−12 m/s2

- Stiffer coupling at 1-g (unavoidable)⇒ GGG 1600 times less sensitive than
GG in absence of weight
- GGG will reach its limit as ground demonstrator when motor/bearings
rotation noise & tilt noise (both absent in GG) will be further reduced by
factor 37



GG advanced mission: ηadv = 10−18 (I)

• Reach same differential acceleration sensitivity as in baseline mission
∆a = 8.1 · 10−17 m/s2 using C2H4 (H rich Polyethylene) vs Pb which have
been shown to have about 1 order of magnitude better probing power for the
same acceleration sensitivity

Hohensee et al., PRL 2013

- In GG rotation around the symmetry axis of test cylinders (and sensitivity
in the plane ⊥ to it) makes mass anomalies DC (if constant), minimizing the
effects of construction errors ... Other issues remain to be investigated ... can
be tested with GGG ...



GG advanced mission: ηadv = 10−18 (II)

• Use “classical” materials but improve sensitivity to differential accelerations
by 1 order of magnitude, to ∆aadv = 8.1 · 10−18 m/s2. With the same thermal
noise ⇒ integration time of about 11 d

- Laser gauge crucial (rejection of common modes much easier than with cap
bridges & picometer sensitivity in 1 s). Better rejection from balance
possible. Drag free control can be the same as in the baseline mission
- All experiment drivers and requirements have been assessed for
improvements

No show-stoppers have been identified, but careful investigation during
definition study should tell which way is better to reach 10−18



Why testing UFF/WEP? (see Q6)



• GR and the Standard Model cannot be reconciled with each other

• Because of UFF/WEP, gravity couples in the same way to all forms of
mass-energy, and such universal coupling makes it different from all known
forces described by the SM

• Most of the mass of the Universe is not understood

Experiment can break the lock by testing UFF/WEP to extremely high precision.

• A violation would make a revolution in Physics: Is GR to be amended? Is a
new force of Nature at play?

• A null result after such deep probing will get rid of all theories which, in
their attempts to solve the current impasse, predict violations of UFF/WEP.
They will simply become less and less credible.
... remember what happened after Michelson & Morley experiment!

Physics is an experimental science: either way, a high precision test of
UFF/WEP is a building block on which Physics will rest for decades to come



Current theories to be constrained by GG

• Fishbach et al. computed the contribution from neutrino-antineutrino interaction to the energy of a
nucleus and find that a 10−17 WEP test would constrain coupling of gravity to neutrinos and higher order
weak interactions

• String theories predict new fields which couple to composition and violate WEP. Dilaton scenario
(Damour & coworkers) “estimate” violation between 10−13 and 10−18 (effect depends on many
phenomenological parameters of the theory..)

• Search for Lorentz violation within SME framework (Kostelecky & coworkers). The gravitational sector of
SME developed in recent years already includes WEP tests (and GG in particular). Tight constrains
expected.

• Theories that predict variations of fundamental constants. WEP test sensitive to all couplings. Would be
constrained by GG

• “Chamaleon” theories predict violations in a wide range that GG would tightly limit

• Tests of self-gravity contribution to UFF performed by LLR with Earth and Moon need WEP tests for
separation



Why in space?



How GG exploits space

• Signal from Earth only slightly smaller than in drop tests (' 8 m/s2)
' 500 times stronger than in ground balances with Earth as source
No such gain for drop tests

• Absence of weight: on ground the balance is suspended against 1 g, in space
against ainer−drag ' 10−8 g (the largest acceleration on TMs is the inertial
acceleration in response to air drag of the s/c) ⇒
suspending 100 kg mass in GG is like suspending 1 mg on ground!
⇒ low stiffness, low natural frequency, high sensitivity

• “lab” (spacecraft) isolated in space: local disturbances (“terrain” tilts, nearby
masses..) negligible; you can spin the “whole lab”

• Violation signal at orbital frequency (5800 s period) is up-converted to s/c
spin frequency. GG stabilized by 1-axis rotation with 1 s period, provided
once for all at mission start. Angular momentum conservation, no
motor, no bearings, whole “lab” co-rotating.
Like Earth’s “passive” rotation in Dicke/Braginsky torsion balance test in the field of the Sun: yielded 3 to
4 orders of magnitude improvement over Eötvös torsion balance tests in the field of Earth...



Why GG?



GG driven solely by the violation signal

• Signal differential and extremely small ⇒ test masses must be weakly
coupled (very low differential frequency) as in a balance: torsion balance
cannot fly as such, but we have learned the lesson
(free floating test masses not competitive due to release errors: well studied and firmly demonstrated)

• Test masses in space must be concentric (for small classical tidal/differential
effects)

• Tests masses (“the balance”) should spin –the faster the better– to up-convert
the signal to higher frequency (another lesson from torsion balances)

A rotating 2D harmonic oscillator with νdm � νspin
(natural differential frequency much smaller than
spin frequency) is by definition a supercritical rotor
for which autocentering is ensured by physics:

~∆rcc ' −~ε
( ωdm
ωspin

)2



How physics allows rapid rotation in 2D

Test cylinders cannot be perfectly concentric. The offset vector ~ε (fixed with the rotating masses) is not zero,
but in 2D it is reduced by the factor ω2

diff/ω
2
spin. The solution (in the non rotating frame) is:

~r(t) ' −ε

(
ω2
diff

ω2
spin − ω2

diff

)(
cos(ωspint+ ϕ)
sin(ωspint+ ϕ)

)
' −ε

(
ω2
diff

ω2
spin

)(
cos(ωspint+ ϕ)
sin(ωspint+ ϕ)

)
GGG proof masses centered on one another by physics:

Experimental data from the GGG accelerometer agree
with the theoretical curves in both directions α , β of
the rotating plane and allow the mechanical unbalance
to be separated out from the electrical one (so as to be
reduced, hence improving self-centering):

GGG: (νdm/νspin)2 = (6.25/13.5)2 = 0.2

GG: (νdm/νspin)2 = (1/540)2 = 3.4 · 10−6 ⇒
with construction/mounting offsets of 10µm GG
test masses will autocenter to 34 pm (in the non
rotating frame)
No active centring needed!!



GG: experiment design vs brute force

A 2D harmonic oscillator made of
concentric test cylinders (very weakly
coupled) in orbit around the Earth.
Violation signal is at the orbital
frequency
Spin around the symmetry axis
up-converts it to the much higher spin
frequency away from high thermal
noise.

Pegna et al., PRL 2011

Rotation around symmetry axis and sensitivity in the plane ⊥ to it
respects the symmetry of the system, it is the right physics choice
and allows passive s/c stabilization.
2D sensitivity ensures:
a) rotation above the coupling frequency (unstable in 1D)
b) that the signal is not attenuated (as it is in 1D)
Experiment killers like radiometer effect simply go away!

Nobili et al., PRD 2001; Nobili et al., NA 2002



Q1: What is the effect of the Earth’s rotation and of the
test cylinders rotation on their differential motion?



Precessions of an Earth orbiting gyroscope

Ωgeodetic⊕ ∼ c
r

(
GM⊕
c2r

)3
2 ∼ 10−12 rad/s 6 as in 1 year mission

Ωgravitomagnetic ∼ GJ⊕
c2r3
∼ 10−14 rad/s 39 mas in 1 year mission

.. both measured by GPB ... differential effect very much smaller

Ωgeodetic� ∼ c
d⊕�

(
GM�
c2d�⊕

)3
2 ∼ 10−15 rad/s

.. smaller & the same on both test cylinders (involves only Earth’s motion relative
to the Sun)



Linear acceleration on an orbiting body from J⊕

In GR the angular momentum of the Earth J⊕ affects the motion of free falling
bodies. For an orbiting, non spinning body at distance r and with velocity v, the
largest radial acceleration is:

argeodetic⊕ ∼
GJ⊕
c2r3

v ∼ 9.5 · 10−11 m/s2

The fractional differential acceleration between the test masses, whose centres of
mass are separated by ∆rcc yields:

∆a

g(h)
' 3

∆rcc
r

argeo⊕

g(h)
≈ 5 · 10−18∆rcc

In GG the TMs stay within 1 nm (whirl motion not allowed to grow more than
this), hence ∆a

g(h)
≈ 5 · 10−27

Spin-spin interaction is second order, hence even smaller



Q2: Test bodies deformations? None



Q3: Could whirl motions become chaotic? How are they
modelled in the GG simulator?



• Reported whirl chaos refers to rotors with bearings/motor, high dissipation and high noise

• No whirl chaos observed from GG simulator. Whirls controlled in GGG, no chaos observed

• Key theoretical prediction on whirls recently verified by GGG:

In low dissipation supercritical rotors
whirl has the same frequency as the
corresponding natural frequency and
should grow as

A(t) = A(to)e
i(ωw(t−to)/2Q) ⇒

t− to = Q
π Tw ln

A(t)
A(to)

and Q is at the spin frequency, not at
the natural/whirl frequency, hence it
must be higher

Here (for small whirl radius), the
whirl grows with: Q = 2310
(νspin = 0.16Hz, νw = 0.074Hz)



GG is not spinning, the natural
differential frequency at
νdm = 0.074Hz is initially dominant
and must decay with Q at this
frequency, which is smaller than at the
higher spin frequency of 0.16Hz

From the small amplitude portion we
find: Q=885

Rotordynamics theory is confirmed and the advantage of supercritical rotation is
apparent
(The simple physical explanation is that in supercritical rotation flexures are
deformed at the spin, not at the natural frequency)

See slides on GG simulator for whirl control



Q4: How is the error budget obtained? How are the
electromagnetic effects obtained? How is the GG system
modelled and what are the equations of motion used in the

simulator?



The GG performance simulator
(GOCE heritage)

























GG error budget in compact graphical form
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Systematic errors vs WEP violation signal
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Amplitude spectrum of test
masses displacements, in the
non rotating frame, due to
WEP/UFF violation and
disturbing accelerations.
The time history of residual non
gravitational acceleration is
provided by the GG simulator.
Quadrupole mass coupling, tidal
and magnetic effects are computed
by using an orbit time series of 90
days, during which the angle
between GG spin axis and orbit
normal changes by 1◦/ d. The
signature of the disturbances
depends on these changes and can
be correctly evaluated over such
long timespan only (due to their
amplitude time variation).
In so doing, all these disturbances
are firmly discriminated from the
signal.
Only the residual non gravitational
disturbance remains which must be
smaller than the signal (partially by
drag compensation, partially by
common mode rejection)



Separation of systematics:
no additional accelerometer needed

Error budget shows that with 1 measurement per day & dynamical evolution in
sun synchronous orbit GG can firmly separate all known systematics from signal

In the past GG thermal noise had had been overestimated, and these checks
could not be as stringent. A GG version was designed with two accelerometers,
one inside the other, the outer one with equal composition for zero check.
They were both centred on the center of mass of the spacecraft (unique to GG!),
hence avoided a major issue (the s/c has only one center of mass, and if the two
accelerometers are in different locations there maybe differences..) but it is hard
to reach exactly the same level of disturbances and performance.
No longer needed...



Driver # 5: Electromagnetic disturbances (I)

Magnetic disturbances inside the PGB are due to:

• interactions of magnetized TMs materials µTM1, µTM2 or magnetizable mate-
rials χTM1, χTM2 between themselves

• interactions between µTM1, µTM2 or χTM1, χTM2 with B⊕

GG in sun-synchronous almost polar orbit modulates B⊕ at 2 νorb ⇒
Disturbing accelerations on the TMs will be at frequencies:
ν = 0, ν = 2 νorb and ν = 4 νorb
(effects not depending on B⊕, effects linear in B⊕, effects depending on B2

⊕)

The most important effect is due to the coupling one mass magnetic impurity µTM1

with the induced magnetization χTM2B⊕ of the other mass (at 2 νorb). A µ-metal
shield is implemented on the PGB to reduce B⊕ by 150.



Driver # 5: Electromagnetic disturbances (II)

• Plasma effects caused by venting to outer space (to get vacuum at zero cost). Solved as in BepposSax,
see Vannaroni & Bruno, Internal Note 2009

• Patch effects: Large gaps (2.5 cm) thanks to laser gauge (300µm in GOCE, 600µm in Microscope)
Effect of patched measured directly in GGG (when sign of an applied potential is changed, sign of the
applied charge changes too, while sign of the patch charge does not; effect of patch charge also amplified in
the test).

We have performed the test on GGG (while
spinning) for 10.6 days, in order to mea-
sure the low frequency time variations of the
patch amplitude. Low frequency variations
(with no coating and small surface) are of a
few µV



Q5: Provide details on the laser gauge



• Laser gauge is linear⇒ large gaps between test masses (2.5 cm in GG for low
gas damping noise and negligible patch effects) (Cap gauge ∝ 1/D ⇒ needs
small gaps; 600µm in Microscope).
- Differential measurements with 1 pm/

√
Hz @ 1 Hz noise more or less routine

- Common mode effects at 10s nm level are not a problem (< 12 nm in GG:
answers Q5a)

• Laser gauge does not require cryogenics like SQUIDs for STEP

• Mike Shao (JPL) realized it for SIM about 10 years ago.
- Heterodyne laser interferometer based on spatial separation rather than
polarisation separation of the beams to reduce cyclic error (COmmon–Path
Heterodyne Interferometer - COPHI)
- 1 pm/

√
Hz @ 1 Hz demonstrated up to 10 m separation (lower noise than

SQUID and cap gauge)
- Mike proposed a version for GG in 2010 in order to exploit GG low thermal
noise and short integration time to separate systematics from signal
(investigated during 2.5-month study of GG at JPL)



Spatially separated heterodyne laser gauge
for SIM & noise (I)



Spatially separated heterodyne laser gauge
for SIM & noise (II)



Spatially separated heterodyne laser gauge for GG



Spatially separated heterodyne gauge for GG
Laser interrogation of outer test cylinder



Spatially separated heterodyne gauge for GG
Laser interrogation of inner test cylinder



Diffraction free beam separation (no cross talk)

Mass reflectors are represented as stop for a portion of the beam (first stop starting from left). The beam is
represented in a straight path from the fiber laser source (left), to the fiber detector (right).
a) path of the laser reflected on the external mass reaching the detector D1.
b) path of the laser reflected on the internal mass reaching detector D2.
c) path of the laser reflected on the external mass stopped to prevent reaching detector D1.

d) path of the laser reflected by the internal mass stopped to prevent reaching detector D2.



Cross talk due to diffraction

Whenever the laser beam is truncated by a stop, diffraction occurs. This effect
causes part of the beam to deviate off the right path and eventually reach the
“wrong” detector: the stops are not able to completely cancel the undesired signal



Error caused by diffraction in GG

Error is smaller for small displacements

- 0.01% error in beam separation ⇒
maximum error (λ = 1064 nm)
∆max ∼ 0.01% · λ

2
∼ 50 pm ⇒

- error for GG TMs (with 1 nm maximum separation)
∆max · 1 nm

λ/4 nm
∼ 0.2 pm

Simulations and lab
tests performed at
INRIM in response to
Q5 show that a
maximum < 0.01%
error in beam
separation is well
feasible



Error caused by diffraction: experimental results

Experimental set-up for the evaluation of the diffraction effect in GG. The first stop represents the “mass
mirror”; it is an aperture/stop simulating the inner/outer test mass. The second stop represents the mirror used
to reflect the beam towards the detectors. Different stop and iris diameters have been tested. Diameter size and
distance between the stops and the detector are scaled to take into account the different wavelengths of the laser
used for the test (633 nm) and the GG laser (1064 nm).

Experimental results: minimization of the spurious radiation. A stop with diameter of 8 mm is used to reduce
the spurious signal. The selected stop diameter provides a ratio between the residual from diffraction and the
wanted signal by about 10−4



Q5d: laser power fluctuations and tilts

- 1µW laser power sufficient (λ = 1064 nm) & typical detector noise < 1 pW/
√

Hz
⇓
- SNR= 106 and < 1 pm in 1 s
- Laser force: F = 2 · 10−6/c = 6.7 · 10−15 N (symmetric around center of mass)
Maximum torque: T ∼ 6.7 · 10−15 · 0.3 Nm ∼ 2 · 10−15 J
To be compared with the spin energy of the test mass
1
2
ITMω

2
spin ∼ 0.5 · 0.14 · 2π2 ∼ 2.8 J

⇓
Tilt < 1.4 · 10−15 rad

GG test masses are big and spin fast ⇒ effect of all non gravitational forces,
including thermal noise, reduced; tilt disturbances negligible



Q5e: beam alignment jitter & temperature fluctuations

- Direct effect on optical path:

D cosϑ error due to jitter ϑ over path distance D
D sinϑstatic∆ϑ1Hz what matters is jitter at measurement/spin frequency
With: D ∼ 30 cm, ϑstatic ∼ 10µrad, ϑ1Hz ' 100 nrad
⇓
0.3 · 10−6 · 10−7 m ∼ 0.03 pm

- Small change in intensity on the detector ⇒ second order effect on the phase
measurement. Hard to model, expected to be negligible; will be evaluated
experimentally during development of the laser gauge.



Q7: Show GGG improvements since 2012



The GGG prototype
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GGG is a full scale prototype with same number of degrees of freedom.
GG in space needs no motor no bearings, is isolated in space (no “terrain” tilts...), has weaker
coupling and higher sensitivity by more than 3 orders of magnitude
GG must deal with drag but know how is available...



GGG best sensitivity at νorb = 1.7 · 10−4 Hz (I)

Improved capacitance readout electronics; new matched
set of ceramic ball bearings with improved vacuum
lubrication
Complex Fourier analysis exploits cap bridges in both
directions of sensitive plane and information on sign
of spin to separate motor/bearings rotation noise and
partially reject it.

' 2 · 10−8m/
√
Hz (νspin = 0.16Hz, νorb = 0.074Hz)

' 4.3 · 10−9ms−2/
√
Hz

νsampl = 32 νspin, Tres = 86400 s
Lowest relative displacement noise (20 days ):
' 2.2 · 10−11m
Lowest differential acceleration noise (20 days):
' 4.76 · 10−12m/s2



GGG best sensitivity at νorb = 1.7 · 10−4 Hz (II)

∆a
GGGprototype1.7·10−4Hz

' 4.76 · 10−12 m/s2 (15.7 improvement since 2012)

∆a
GGtarget

= 8.1 · 10−17 m/s2

GGG is 4.76·10−12

8.1·10−17 = 5.9 · 104 away from GG target

It is also
(

540
13.5

)2

= 1600 times less sensitive at 1-g ⇒

If GGG will improve by another factor 5.9·104

1.6·103
= 37 it will reach its limit as

prototype of GG

On ground the best and most sensitive instrument is the torsion balance
GG incorporates its key features while making it suitable for space


